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(1) Differences between ESM and Appendix
In Ecological Research, Electronic Supplementary Materials (ESM) are distinguished
from Appendix.
ESM is additional information to support your study, which is provided separately
with a manuscript.
Author should prepare ESM file separately from the manuscript file.
*Note that ESM will be published as received from the author without any
conversion, editing, or reformatting.

Main text file

ESM files
Do not include ESMs into
the main file of manuscript.

Appendix is a content in the main manuscript, and placed in the main text (between
Acknowledgement and References). However, Appendix file(s) should be provided
separately from the main text file. Figure(s), table(s) or text(s) can be included.
Appendix figures/tables must be numbered consecutively from the main text (e.g. Fig.
#, Table #).
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(2) File format of ESM
Various file formats are acceptable as ESMs.
*Please use standard file formats and pay attention to their file size for user
downloads.
Sound, movie, animation >> .mpg

Text, presentation, and figures >> .pdf/.docx
Spread sheet >> .pdf/.docx
>> .xls/.xlsx

if author doesn’t intend the
file to be modified
if author wants readers to
calculate using the file

Other special formats are also acceptable: “.pbd”, “.wrl”, “.nb”,
“.tex”…etc.

(3) Name of ESM file
Tables and figures for ESM should be names Table S1,Table S2, … and
Fig. S1,Fig. S2…
Several figures/tables can be
summarized in one file

・・・
Table S1 Table S2
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Fig. S1

Table S1

Table S#

・・・
Fig. S1 Fig. S2
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Fig. S#
Save as single PDF/Word file.
e.g. ESM1.pdf

*Figures/tables in ESM should follow our figure guide “How to improve your figures” mainly. See:
http://www.esj.ne.jp/er/ImproveFigures/ImproveFigures.html
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(Continued from the previous page)
The forms of ESM, except for tables
and figures, e.g. source literature list,
sound data, movie, please name them
ESM 1
ESM 1, ESM 2….

・・・
ESM 2

PBD
ESM #

(4) Structure of ESM file
Please include a concise caption (& footnote) to the ESM file. Do not
separate the caption from the ESM file.

Fig. S1 Relationship between
### and +++ analyzed by…

In each file, please include the following information: article title, journal
name, author names; affiliation and e-mail address of the corresponding
author.
Article title
Journal name
Author names
Affiliation and e-mail address of
the corresponding author

If ESM file cannot include this information (e.g. mpg file),
please prepare the text file separately and summarize them
in a zip file

ZIP

